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Abstract
A large class of quantum field theories on 1+1 dimensional Minkowski space, namely,
certain integrable models, has recently been constructed rigorously by Lechner. However,
the construction is very abstract and the concrete form of local observables in these models
remains largely unknown. Aiming for more insight into their structure, we establish a series
expansion for observables, similar but not identical to the well-known form factor expansion.
This expansion will be the basis for a characterization and explicit construction of local
observables, to be discussed elsewhere. Here, we establish the expansion independent of the
localization aspect, and analyze its behavior under space-time symmetries. We also clarify
relations with deformation methods in quantum field theory, specifically, with the warped
convolution in the sense of Buchholz and Summers.
1 Introduction
The central concept of relativistic quantum physics is the notion of local observables [22]. These
are operators associated with space-time points or, more generally, bounded space-time regions,
so that operators associated with spacelike separated regions commute. This concept is at the
heart of the physical interpretation of theories; for example, it enables one to identify scattering
states [14] and analyze the charge structure of the system [18].
It is an unfortunate fact that local observables are extremely hard to construct in models
beyond the simplistic situation of free particles. With construction, we refer here to a rigor-
ous proof of existence in any mathematical framework, for example as Wightman distributions
[37], algebras of bounded operators [22], or closed unbounded operators affiliated with these;
techniques are available for passing between these formulations [5, 19, 32, 7]. We are not think-
ing of formal perturbation theory though. This construction problem for interacting models
is still beyond reach in physical space-time dimensions. Progress has been made in simplified
lower-dimensional models, notably through the results of Glimm and Jaffe [20]; but even in
these models, local observables need to be constructed in a very intricate and, in places, rather
indirect way.
Our interest here is in a particular class of models on 1+1-dimensional Minkowski space,
namely those with a factorizing scattering matrix (also often called integrable due to their
classical counterparts). While these models are often considered in a thermodynamical context,
we view them here as relativistic quantum field theories.
The traditional approach used for the construction of local observables in these models is the
form factor programme [36, 3]. Here one expands expectation values of operators into a series
of form factors (asymptotic scattering states). The form factors of local observables, which in
this case take the form of pointlike localized quantum fields, are subject to an infinite set of
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constraints. Starting from these, the form factors of local fields have been computed explicitly
in various models. The remaining problem is then to control the convergence of the (necessarily
infinite) sum of form factors, in order to construct Wightman n-point functions. Despite some
recent progress [4], the convergence of this series remains an open problem.
A radically different approach was proposed by Schroer [34] and carried further by Lechner
[26, 28]. Instead of dealing with local observables in bounded regions directly, they first con-
struct observables associated with certain unbounded regions, specifically, wedges extending to
spacelike infinity. Due to fewer constraints from localization, these operators are much easier to
handle explicitly. Bounded regions, say, doubles cones, can be represented as the intersection
of two wedges, and correspondingly, the set of local observables in a double cone is taken as
the intersection of the operator sets associated with the wedges, on the level of von Neumann
algebras. It is then a highly nontrivial task to show that this intersection contains more than
just multiples of the identity; this problem was settled by Lechner [28] using Tomita-Takesaki
modular theory. From an abstract perspective, this constitutes a full construction of the model.
However, while the existence of local observables is abstractly proven, very little is known about
their concrete form, since the passage to von Neumann algebras hides an intricate limiting
process that is difficult to trace.
Our aim here is to outline a programme that allows us to gain more insight into the structure
of those local observables. The technical basis for this approach is a series expansion of the
operators which is somewhat similar, but not identical, to the form factor expansion. Locality
of operators can then be characterized via properties of the individual expansion terms.
In order to explain the idea, let us consider free field theory for a moment. In the theory
of a real scalar free field, Araki has shown [1] that any bounded operator A on Fock space can
be expanded into a series of normal-ordered annihilation and creation operators. For the two-
dimensional massive free field and in a somewhat different notation from Araki, this expansion
reads
A =
∞∑
m,n=0
∫
dθ dη
m!n!
fm,n(θ,η)a
†(θ1) · · · a†(θm)a(η1) · · · a(ηn), (1.1)
where a†, a are the usual annihilation and creation operators depending on rapidities θj, ηj , and
where the (generalized) functions fm,n are given by
fm,n(θ,η) =
〈
Ω, [a(θm), . . . [a(θ1), [. . . [A, a
†(ηn)] . . . , a
†(η1)] . . .] Ω
〉
. (1.2)
We will clarify technical details of the series in Sec. 3. The expansion (1.1) can be seen as a
significant generalization of the well-known fact that every second-quantized operator can be
written in the form A =
∫
dθdηf(θ, η)a†(θ)a(η).
While the general expansion is valid for any A, whether localized or not, it is interesting
to note that localization properties of A are reflected in analyticity properties of fm,n and in
bounds for this analytic continuation. In particular, if A is localized in a bounded spacetime
region, then the fm,n are entire analytic; this follows by writing a, a
† in (1.2) in terms of Fourier
transforms of time-zero fields. This and similar techniques have successfully been applied for
establishing various phase space properties in the free field [13, 7, 10].
Following a suggestion in [25, 35], we propose to use a similar expansion for operators that
is adapted to integrable models. In all what follows, we will restrict to theories that have the
same particle spectrum as the real scalar free field. The proposed generalization of (1.1) is then
to replace the annihilators and creators a†, a with Zamolodchikov operators z†, z which depend
on the given interaction:
A =
∞∑
m,n=0
∫
dθ dη
m!n!
fm,n(θ,η)z
†(θ1) · · · z†(θm)z(η1) · · · z(ηn). (1.3)
Again, one would look for analyticity properties of the coefficients fm,n that reflect the locality
of A.
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In order to make these thoughts precise, our programme comprises the following steps. First,
we need to prove that the “deformed” expansion (1.3) is valid for any A, and clarify the general
properties of the expansion coefficients fm,n, independent of a possible localization of A. Second,
we want to characterize locality of an observable A in terms of its expansion coefficients, giving
necessary and sufficient conditions on fm,n that make A local in a bounded region. A third step
will be to construct local observables A explicitly by giving a sequence of expansion coefficients
fm,n, and showing that these fulfill the conditions mentioned previously. We note that we aim
at examples of closable, possibly unbounded local operators A here; but unlike the form factor
programme, our goal are not Wightman n-point functions.
In the present paper, we deal only with the first mentioned problem. Leaving all aspects of
locality aside, we will establish existence, uniqueness and general properties of the expansion
(1.3). We will deal with the characterization of locality [8] and with concrete examples [9]
elsewhere; see also [17] for results in this direction.
Our present task is, in particular, to clarify the topological properties of the expansion: We
need to show that every observable A of a certain class can be expanded in a series as in (1.3), and
vice versa, that every set of (generalized) functions fm,n fulfilling certain regularity conditions
defines via (1.3) an observable A of the same class. Since the expansion itself involves the
unbounded objects z, z†, it is evident that the natural class of observables will not be bounded
operators as in [1]. Rather, we will establish the expansion for quadratic forms A of a specific
regularity class. These can be unbounded both at high particle numbers and at high energies,
in a controlled way. We are thinking here in particular of the generalized H bounds proposed
by Jaffe [23], although the present analysis is not restricted to these. In view of applications,
one would also like to give conditions on the fm,n that guarantee an extension of the quadratic
form A to a closed, possibly unbounded operator. Sufficient conditions can in fact be found [17,
Ch. 4], and will be discussed elsewhere [9].
Another important point is the behavior of the expansion coefficients under symmetry trans-
formations of A. Specifically, we will see that the action of space-time reflections on the fm,n
encodes the interaction of the model. While this aspect is interesting in its own right, it will
also turn out to be crucial in the analysis of local observables in bounded regions [8].
We also want to investigate how the explicit formula (1.2) for the expansion coefficients
generalizes to the interacting situation. A priori, this does not seem clear; while an explicit
expression for fm,n can be given, see Eq. (3.16) below, it bears little resemblance with the nested
commutator formula that is valid in the free field situation. However, it turns out that in a certain
class of models, Eq. (1.2) can be generalized using a “deformed commutator” that depends on
the interaction. To this end, we make use of the warped convolution integral introduced by
Buchholz, Summers and Lechner [16, 12] which yields an alternative construction of certain 1+1
dimensional integrable models, using a deformation of the wedge-local observables. This also
sheds light on the relation of our operator expansion to the deformation methods in quantum
field theory recently used by several authors [21, 29].
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We first introduce our mathematical
setting, which is largely similar to [28], in Sec. 2. Then, in Sec. 3, we establish the series expansion
(1.3) and investigate its properties, in particular its behavior under spacetime symmetries. In
Sec. 4, we look at generalizations of the nested commutator formula (1.2), and clarify relations
with the warped convolution integral. We end with a brief outlook in Sec. 5.
This article is based on the Ph.D. thesis of one of the authors [17].
2 Preliminaries
We clarify some technical preliminaries and fix our notation, mostly following the setting of [28].
Throughout the paper, our spacetime is 1+1 dimensional Minkowski space R2 with bilinear
form x · y = x0y0 − x1y1. The quantum field theoretic model that we will consider depends
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on a scattering function S as a parameter, details of which will be discussed in a moment. We
remark that for the special case S = 1, all structures in the following reduce to the well-known
situation on the Fock space of a free real scalar Bose field.
2.1 Scattering functions
We will first explain the properties of the two-particle scattering matrix of our integrable models.
As in [28], we will restrict to theories with only one species of scalar particle. The two-particle
scattering matrix is then just a complex-valued function, S, depending on a rapidity difference.
Mathematically, we take it to be a smooth function S : R→ C with the property
∀θ ∈ R : S(θ)−1 = S(−θ) = S(θ). (2.1)
It is clear that |S(θ)| = 1. Since we disregard all aspects of locality in this paper, we do not
require an analytic or meromorphic continuation of S, and the properties usually demanded of
this continuation, such as crossing symmetry, are not relevant for the present analysis.
For our purposes, a representation of the permutation group Sn of n elements, related to the
scattering function S, plays a crucial role. For any σ ∈ Sn, we consider the following function
Sσ on Rn,
Sσ(θ) :=
∏
i<j
σ(i)>σ(j)
S(θσ(i) − θσ(j)). (2.2)
These functions fulfill the composition law (cf. [27, p. 54])
Sσ◦ρ(θ) = Sσ(θ)Sρ(θσ), (2.3)
where θσ = (θσ(1), . . . , θσ(n)). We can then introduce an action Dn of Sn on L
2(Rn) by
(Dn(σ)f)(θ) = S
σ(θ)f(θσ), σ ∈ Sn. (2.4)
We use the same symbol for the corresponding actions on the space of compactly supported
test functions, D(Rn) := C∞0 (Rn), and on its dual, the space of distributions D(Rn)′. Using
the composition law (2.3), it follows that Dn defines a group representation of Sn on those
spaces, unitary in the case of L2(Rn). Then PSn :=
1
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
Dn(σ) is a projection onto the
space of Dn-invariant, or S-symmetric, functions. (In the L
2 case, PSn is the unique orthogonal
projection.) A function f is S-symmetric if and only if
∀σ ∈ Sn : f(θ) = Sσ(θ)f(θσ); (2.5)
due to the representation property, it suffices to check this condition on transpositions σ. We
alternatively write PSn f(θ) = SymS f(θ), and call SymS f the S-symmetric part of f . If the
function depends on several variables and we want to take the S-symmetric part only with
respect to some of them, we will denote this as in SymS,θ f(θ,θ
′). The choice of variables for
S-symmetrization can be of importance, as the formula
SymS,θ δ
n(θ − θ′) = SymS−1,θ′ δn(θ − θ′) (2.6)
shows.
2.2 Hilbert space
As mentioned, we will focus our attention on models with only one species of scalar particle with
mass µ > 0. As in the free real scalar field, our single particle space is then H1 = L2(R, dθ),
where θ (“rapidity”) is related to the particle momentum by
p(θ) := µ
(
cosh θ
sinh θ
)
, θ ∈ R. (2.7)
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Using the subspace of S-symmetric wave functions as introduced in Sec. 2.1, we define the n-
particle space as Hn := SymS H⊗n1 , with H0 = CΩ. The Hilbert space H of the theory is then
the “S-symmetrized Fock space” over H1:
H :=
∞⊕
n=0
Hn. (2.8)
We denote the orthogonal projection onto Hn ⊂ H with Pn, and define P fn :=
∑n
j=0 Pj . Further,
we denote the space of finite particle number states with Hf := ⋃n P fnH; it is dense in H.
The space-time symmetry group of our 1+1-dimensional system is the proper Poincare´ group,
generated by space-time translations, a one-parameter family of boosts, and the space-time
reflection. These symmetries act on H via a strongly continuous, (anti)unitary representation
U as follows. Space-time translations and boosts act on ψ = ⊕∞n=0ψn ∈ H as
(U(x, λ)ψ)n(θ) := e
ip(θ)·xψn(θ − λ), where p(θ) =
n∑
k=1
p(θk), λ = (λ, . . . , λ), (2.9)
while the space-time reflection acts by an antiunitary operator U(j) =: J as
(U(j)ψ)n(θ) := ψn(θn, . . . , θ1). (2.10)
As usual, we denote the positive generator of time translations as H.
Apart from bounded operators on H, we will also need to deal with unbounded quadratic
forms. Their unboundedness can relate to their behavior at high particle numbers, but also at
high energies, in a controlled way. Roughly speaking, we will allow high energy behavior like
eω(H/µ), where ω is a positive function, called the indicatrix. In particular, we are thinking
here of ω(p) growing slightly less than linearly in p, as proposed by Jaffe [23] for a high-energy
behavior that is compatible with locality of operators. However, since for the present discussion
we ignore all aspects of locality, we can allow a very generic indicatrix: In the following, we will
only assume that ω : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) is smooth, monotonously increasing, and sublinear, i.e.,
∀p, q ≥ 0 : ω(p + q) ≤ ω(p) + ω(q). (2.11)
Related to a fixed indicatrix ω, we introduce the following subspaces of our Hilbert space H.
We denote Hω := {ψ ∈ H : ‖eω(H/µ)ψ‖ < ∞}. For fixed n, we write Hωn := Hω ∩ Hn, and
Hω,f := Hω ∩ Hf . We note that Hω,f ⊂ Hω is dense in H. Also, let us set for test functions
g ∈ D(Rn),
‖g‖ω2 := ‖θ 7→ eω(E(θ))g(θ)‖2, (2.12)
where E is the dimensionless energy function,
E(θ) := p0(θ)/µ =
n∑
j=1
cosh θj . (2.13)
We can now formalize the set of quadratic forms of interest. By Qω, we denote the space of
quadratic (more precisely, sesquilinear) forms A on Hω,f ×Hω,f , that is,
A : Hω,f ×Hω,f → C, (ψ,χ) 7→ 〈ψ,Aχ〉, (2.14)
such that the following norm is finite for any n ∈ N0:
‖A‖ωn :=
1
2
‖P fnAe−ω(H/µ)P fn‖ +
1
2
‖P fne−ω(H/µ)AP fn‖. (2.15)
We note that space-time translations and reflections act on Qω by adjoint action of U(x, 0) and
J , respectively, since these operators commute with H. The adjoint action of Lorentz boosts
U(0, λ) does not necessarily leave Qω invariant, but maps Qω into Qω′ with ω′(p) = ω(cp), and
where c > 0 is chosen for fixed λ such that U(0, λ)HU(0, λ)∗ ≤ cH. (It would be possible to
modify the definition of Qω so that it becomes fully Poincare´ invariant, but we stick to the
present definition for reasons of simplicity.)
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2.3 Generalized annihilation and creation operators
Another crucial ingredient to our analysis is the representation of the Zamolodchikov-Faddeev
algebra given by z, z†, which is constructed as a deformed version of the usual CCR algebra as
follows [26]. For f ∈ H1, the operators z(f), z†(f) are defined on Hf by
(z†(f)ψ)n :=
√
nPSn (f ⊗ ψn−1), (2.16)
(z(f)ψ)n :=
√
n+ 1
∫
dθ f(θ)ψn+1(θ, · ), (2.17)
where ψ = ⊕nψn ∈ Hf . These “smeared” annihilators and creators z†(f), z(f) are adjoints of
each other; more precisely, z(f) = z†(f)∗⌈Hf . They are unbounded operators on Hf , but their
bounds on fixed particle number vectors can be controlled: In generalization of [28, Eq. (3.14)],
we have for n ∈ N0 and f ∈ H1,
‖eω(H/µ)z†(f)e−ω(H/µ)P fn‖ ≤
√
n+ 1‖f‖ω2 , ‖eω(H/µ)z(f)e−ω(H/µ)P fn‖ ≤
√
n‖f‖ω2 (2.18)
if the right-hand side is finite. (Monotonicity and sublinearity of ω enter here.) The z(f),
z†(f) are linear in f , and we will often write them as integrals of formal kernels1, z#(f) =∫
f(θ)z#(θ)dθ. In the sense of distributions, these kernels act on a wave function ψ ∈ Hn as
(z†(θ)ψ)(λ) =
√
n+ 1 SymS,λ δ(θ − λ1)ψ(λ2, . . . , λn+1), (2.19)
(z(η)ψ)(λ) =
√
nψ(η,λ). (2.20)
They fulfill the relations of the Zamolodchikov-Faddeev algebra:
z†(θ)z†(θ′) = S(θ − θ′)z†(θ′)z†(θ), (2.21)
z(η)z(η′) = S(η − η′)z(η′)z(η), (2.22)
z(η)z†(θ) = S(θ − η)z†(θ)z(η) + δ(θ − η)1. (2.23)
In order to establish the expansion (1.3), we require a multilinear extension of normal ordered
products of the z, z†, formally given by
z†mzn(f) =
∫
dθ dηf(θ,η) z†(θ1) . . . z
†(θm)z(η1) . . . z(ηn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:z†m(θ)zn(η)
. (2.24)
This is covered by our definitions so far if f is of the form f(θ,η) = f1(θ1) · · · fm+n(ηn), or is
a linear combination of such functions. Lechner [27, Lemma 4.1.2] extended the definition to
arbitrary f ∈ L2(Rm+n). We will need an even more general class of “smearing functions” f .
To that end, for a distribution f ∈ D(Rm+n)′, we introduce the (possibly infinite) norms2
‖f‖m×n := sup
{∣∣∫ f(θ,η)g(θ)h(η)dθdη ∣∣ : g ∈ D(Rm), h ∈ D(Rn), ‖g‖2 ≤ 1, ‖h‖2 ≤ 1},
(2.25)
‖f‖ωm×n :=
1
2
‖e−ω(E(θ))f(θ,η)‖m×n + 1
2
‖f(θ,η)e−ω(E(η))‖m×n. (2.26)
Here ‖f‖m×n can alternatively be understood as the operator norm of f as the kernel of an
integral operator from L2(Rm) to L2(Rn). Let us note a few computation rules for the norms
above. First, if fL ∈ C∞(Rm), fR ∈ C∞(Rn) are bounded, then
‖fL(θ)f(θ,η)fR(η)‖ωm×n ≤ ‖fL‖∞‖f‖ωm×n‖fR‖∞. (2.27)
1Throughout this paper, we will usually denote distributions as integrals of formal kernels. This should be
understood merely as a notational convention. It is convenient for us since in applications [8], many distributions
will arise as boundary values of analytic functions.
2In a slight abuse of notation, here and in the following we will understand arguments like e−ω(E(θ))f(θ,η) of
norms to be distribution kernels in the variables θ and η, rather than function values at fixed θ,η.
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(Namely, we can absorb fL, fR into the test functions g, h, respectively.) Second, if f ∈
D(Rm+n)′, f ′ ∈ D(Rm′+n′)′, and if f · f ′ ∈ D(Rm+m′+n+n′)′ denotes the product in independent
variables, then
‖f · f ′‖ω(m+m′)×(n+n′) ≤ ‖f‖ωm×n‖f ′‖m′×n′ . (2.28)
(For ω = 0, this follows from the corresponding estimate for the norm of the tensor product of
the associated integral operators [24, Prop. 2.6.12]. The general case can then be deduced from
(2.26), (2.27) and monotonicity of ω.) Finally, it is clear that ‖f‖m×n ≤ ‖f‖2 and hence
‖f‖ωm×n ≤
1
2
(
‖e−ω(E(θ))f(θ,η)‖2 + ‖e−ω(E(η))f(θ,η)‖2
)
(2.29)
if the right hand side is finite. However, equality does in general not hold: For ω = 0 and
f(θ1, θ2) = δ(θ1 − θ2), we have ‖f‖ω1×1 = 1 but f does not have finite L2 norm.
We now define our multilinear annihilation and creation operators as follows. For an arbitrary
distribution f ∈ D(Rm+n)′ and with vectors ψ ∈ Hk ∩ D(Rk), χ ∈ Hℓ ∩ D(Rℓ), we set:
〈χ, z†mzn(f)ψ〉 :=
√
k!(k − n+m)!
(k − n)!
∫
dλ dθ dη χ(θ,λ)f(θ,η)ψ(ηn . . . η1,λ) (2.30)
if ℓ = k−n+m and k ≥ n, and = 0 otherwise. Because of the relation (z(η)ψ)(θ) =
√
kψ(η,θ),
this extends the previous definition of the annihilators and creators. The question is now whether
the quadratic form (2.30) can be extended to Hω,f ×Hω,f , or even to an (unbounded) operator
on Hω,f . A sufficient condition for that is ‖f‖ωm×n <∞, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 2.1. If f ∈ D(Rm+n)′ with ‖f‖ωm×n < ∞, then z†mzn(f) extends to an operator
on Hω,f , and for any k ≥ n,
∥∥z†mzn(f)e−ω(H/µ)P fk∥∥ ≤ 2
√
k!(k − n+m)!
(k − n)! ‖f‖
ω
m×n. (2.31)
Moreover, for any k ≥ m,n,
‖z†mzn(f)‖ωk ≤ 2
k!
(k −max(m,n))!‖f‖
ω
m×n. (2.32)
Proof. For ψ ∈ Hk ∩ D(Rk) and χ ∈ Hℓ ∩ D(Rℓ), with ℓ = k −m+ n, one has from (2.30),∣∣∣〈χ, z†mzn(f)ψ〉∣∣∣ ≤ √k!(k − n+m)!
(k − n)!
∫
dλ
∣∣∣∣
∫
dθdη χ(θ,λ)ψ(ηn . . . η1,λ)f(θ,η)
∣∣∣∣
≤ 2
√
k!(k − n+m)!
(k − n)! ‖f‖
ω
m×n‖χ‖2
(∫
dλ dη |ψ(η,λ)|2e2ω(E(η))
)1/2
,
(2.33)
where we used (2.26) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Employing monotonicity of ω in the
remaining integrand, we arrive at
∣∣∣〈χ, z†mzn(f)ψ〉∣∣∣ ≤ 2√k!(k − n+m)!
(k − n)! ‖f‖
ω
m×n‖χ‖2‖ψ‖ω2 . (2.34)
Since ψ and χ were chosen from dense sets in the corresponding spaces, and since the matrix
elements (2.33) vanish if ℓ 6= k − n+m, we can extend z†mzn(f) to a bounded operator on Hωk
with norm ∥∥∥z†mzn(f)Pke−ω(H/µ)∥∥∥ ≤ 2
√
k!(k − n+m)!
(k − n)! ‖f‖
ω
m×n. (2.35)
This works for any k. For k 6= k′, the images of z†mzn(f)Pk and z†mzn(f)Pk′ are orthogonal;
thus (2.31) follows from (2.35) using Pythagoras’ theorem.
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For (2.32), we deduce from (2.31) that
‖P fkz†mzn(f)e−ω(H/µ)P fk‖ ≤ 2
k!
(k −max(m,n))!‖f‖
ω
m×n; (2.36)
this is best seen when considering the cases m > n and m ≤ n separately. Further, we note that,
in the sense of quadratic forms, (z†mzn(f))∗ = z†nzm(f∗), where f∗(θ,η) = f(ηm, . . . , η1, θn, . . . , θ1),
and where one finds ‖f∗‖ωn×m = ‖f‖ωm×n. An application of (2.36) then yields
‖P fke−ω(H/µ)z†mzn(f)P fk‖ = ‖P fkz†nzm(f∗)e−ω(H/µ)P fk‖ ≤ 2
k!
(k −max(m,n))!‖f‖
ω
m×n, (2.37)
and thus (2.32) is proven.
3 The operator expansion
In this section, we establish the proposed series expansion (1.3) in a rigorous fashion; the main
result is Theorem 3.8. As announced, we also deal with the action of symmetry transformations
on the expansion coefficients.
3.1 Contracted matrix elements
As a first step, we explain our notation for contractions, similar to [28] but with slightly different
conventions. Contractions are devices for denoting variants of the formal matrix element
〈z†(θ1) · · · z†(θm)Ω, Az†(ηn) · · · z†(η1)Ω〉 =: 〈ℓ(θ), Ar(η)〉. (3.1)
A contraction C is a triple, C = (m,n, {(l1, r1), . . . , (lk, rk)}), where m,n ∈ N0, 1 ≤ lj ≤ m and
m + 1 ≤ rj ≤ m + n, and both the lj and the rj are pairwise different among each other. We
denote Cm,n the set of all contractions for fixed m and n, and write |C| := k for the length of
the contraction; here we allow the case |C| = 0 (the empty contraction). The (lj , rj) will be
called pairs of contracted indices. Contractions are used to label modified (“contracted”) matrix
elements 〈ℓC(θ), ArC(η)〉, where
ℓC(θ) := z
†(θ1) · · · ẑ†(θl1) · · · ̂z†(θl|C|) · · · z†(θm)Ω, (3.2)
rC(η) := z
†(ηn) · · · ̂z†(ηr1−m) · · · ̂z†(ηr|C|−m) · · · z†(η1)Ω, (3.3)
and where the hats indicate that the marked elements have been left out of the sequence.
At this point, a remark about the well-definedness of 〈ℓC(θ), ArC(η)〉 as a distribution is in
order. First, one can understand ℓC( · ) as an H-valued distribution with values in Hω,f . More
precisely, for f ∈ D(Rm−|C|), and with θˆ ∈ Rm−|C| denoting θ with the components θℓj left out,
the expression ℓC(f) =
∫
dθˆ f(θˆ)ℓC(θ) defines a vector in Hm−|C|, and
‖eω(H/µ)ℓC(f)‖ ≤
√
(m− |C|)!‖f‖ω2 , (3.4)
cf. (2.18). This holds for rC( · ) analogously. Now let A ∈ Qω. In view of (2.15) and (3.4), the
map (f, g) 7→ 〈ℓC(f¯), ArC(g)〉 is well-defined and continuous in the topology of D(Rm−|C|) ×
D(Rn−|C|). Hence, we can understand 〈ℓC(θ), ArC(η)〉 as the kernel of this distribution.
With a contraction C ∈ Cm,n, we associate the quantities
δC(θ,η) :=
|C|∏
j=1
δ(θlj − ηrj−m), (3.5)
SC(θ,η) :=
( |C|∏
j=1
rj−1∏
pj=lj+1
S
(m)
pj ,lj
) ∏
ri<rj
li<lj
S
(m)
lj ,ri
, (3.6)
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where we used the following shorthand notation for ξ ∈ Rm+n,
Sa,b(ξ) := S(ξa − ξb), S(m)a,b :=
{
Sb,a(ξ) if a ≤ m < b or b ≤ m < a,
Sa,b(ξ) otherwise.
(3.7)
We will often leave away the arguments θ,η where they are clear from the context. We will see
the use of the above expressions later.
It is a useful fact that we can express the factors SC in terms of the expressions S
σ associated
with permutations σ.
Lemma 3.1. There holds
δCSC(θ,η) = δCS
σ(θ)Sρ(η), (3.8)
where
σ =
(
1 . . . m
1 . . . lˆ . . . m l1 . . . l|C|
)
, ρ =
(
m+ 1 . . . m+ n
r|C| . . . r1 m+ 1 . . . rˆ . . . m+ n
)
.
(3.9)
Remarks: lˆ stands for leaving out the lj from the sequence; rˆ analogously. The permutations
σ, ρ are not unique since one can permute the pairs of contracted indices. However, due to the
factor δC , the right hand side of (3.8) is independent of this choice.
Proof. By the above remark, we can assume that r1 < . . . < r|C|. From the definition of S
σ, Sρ
in Eq. (2.2), we read off that
Sσ =
|C|∏
j=1
m∏
pj=lj+1
Spj ,lj ·
∏
i<j
li<lj
Sli,lj , S
ρ =
|C|∏
j=1
rj−1∏
qj=m+1
Srj ,qj . (3.10)
Taking the factor δC into account, a short computation shows that δCS
σSρ = δCSC with SC
defined as in (3.6).
We will often need to consider compositions of contractions. For C ∈ Cm,n and C ′ ∈
Cm−|C|,n−|C|, we denote the composed contraction – with indices contracted first with C, then
with C ′ – as C∪˙C ′ ∈ Cm,n. (The definition should intuitively be clear, but note that it involves
a renumbering of the indices in C ′ before taking the set union; we will often avoid to indicate
the renumbering explicitly.) The factors δC and SC compose as follows in this situation. Here
θˆ ∈ Rm−|C| is θ with the components θl1 , . . . , θl|C| left out; analogously for ηˆ.
Lemma 3.2. Let C ∈ Cm,n and C ′ ∈ Cm−|C|,n−|C|. There holds
δC(θ,η)δC′(θˆ, ηˆ)SC(θ,η)SC′(θˆ, ηˆ) = δC∪˙C′(θ,η)SC∪˙C′(θ,η). (3.11)
Proof. It is clear from the definition (3.5) that δCδC′ = δC∪˙C′ . Using this fact and Lemma 3.1,
it remains to show that
Sσ(θ)Sσ
′
(θˆ) = Sσ
′′
(θ), Sρ(η)Sρ
′
(ηˆ) = Sρ
′′
(η), (3.12)
where σ, ρ, σ′, ρ′, σ′′, ρ′′ are permutations associated by Eq. (3.8) with C, C ′, and C∪˙C ′, respec-
tively. We note that σ′ is given explicitly by
σ′ =
(
1 . . . lˆ . . . m
1 . . . lˆ lˆ′ . . . m l′1 . . . l
′
|C′|
)
∈ Sm−|C|. (3.13)
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We can consider σ′ as an element of Sm by extending the permutation matrix as follows:
σ′ =
(
1 . . . lˆ . . . m l1 . . . l|C|
1 . . . lˆ′ lˆ . . . m l′1 . . . l
′
|C′| l1 . . . l|C|
)
. (3.14)
With this identification, Sσ
′
(θˆ) = Sσ
′
(θσ), and one notes that σ′′ := σ ◦ σ′ is indeed associated
with C∪˙C ′ by Eq. (3.8). By the composition law in Eq. (2.3), one has
Sσ
′′
(θ) = Sσ(θ)Sσ
′
(θσ) = Sσ(θ)Sσ
′
(θˆ). (3.15)
Analogously one obtains the second part of Eq. (3.12), and hence the result.
For any quadratic form A ∈ Qω, we now define its fully contracted matrix elements fm,n[A]
by
f [A]m,n(θ,η) :=
∑
C∈Cm,n
(−1)|C|δC SC(θ,η) 〈ℓC(θ), A rC(η)〉. (3.16)
These fm,n[A] will turn out to be the expansion coefficents in the expansion (1.3). They are
very similar to the quantities 〈 · 〉conm+n,m introduced in [28]; in notation used there, we have
fm,n[A] = 〈JA∗J〉conm+n,m.
It is evident that fm,n[A] are distributions in D(Rm+n)′. However, we can show more: the
norms ‖fm,n[A]‖ωm×n are finite.
Proposition 3.3. For m,n ∈ N0, there is a constant cmn such that for all A ∈ Qω,
‖f [A]m,n‖ωm×n ≤ cmn‖A‖ωm+n. (3.17)
Proof. The triangle inequality yields
‖f [A]m,n‖ωm×n ≤
∑
C∈Cm,n
‖δCSC(θ,η) 〈ℓC(θ), A rC(η)〉‖ωm×n. (3.18)
The factor SC(θ,η) factorizes to S
σ(θ)Sρ(η), see Lemma 3.1, and therefore can be estimated
by 1, cf. Eq. (2.27). The individual factors of δC(θ,η) and the matrix element 〈ℓC(θ), A rC(η)〉
depend on mutually different variables; repeated application of (2.28) then gives
‖f [A]m,n‖ωm×n ≤
∑
C∈Cm,n
( |C|∏
j=1
‖δ(θlj − ηrj )‖1×1
)
‖〈ℓC(θ), A rC(η)〉‖ω(m−|C|)×(n−|C|). (3.19)
One easily sees ‖δ(θ − η)‖1×1 = 1, and
‖〈ℓC(θ), A rC(η)〉‖ω(m−|C|)×(n−|C|) ≤
√
(m− |C|)!
√
(n− |C|)! ‖A‖ωm+n (3.20)
by Cauchy-Schwarz. Inserted into (3.19), this gives the result.
As an important input to the following construction, we now show that the fm,n[A] are
always S-symmetric. We note that this is an improvement over [28]: There, the S-symmetry
was known only for n = 0 and for m = 0, or as a consequence of an analytic continuation due
to locality of A.
Proposition 3.4. Let A ∈ Qω. The fm,n[A] are S-symmetric in the first m and last n variables
separately; that is, for permutations π ∈ Sm and τ ∈ Sn,
f [A]m,n(θ,η) = S
π(θ)Sτ (η)f [A]m,n(θ
π,ητ ). (3.21)
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Proof. We consider the case τ = id only; the arguments made for π then apply to τ analogously.
Also, it suffices to consider a transposition π = (k k+1) due to the representation property of
Sπ, see Sec. 2.1. We rewrite (3.16) as
f [A]m,n(θ,η) =
∑
C∈Cm,n
TC(θ,η), where TC(θ,η) := (−1)|C|δC SC〈ℓC(θ), A rC(η)〉. (3.22)
We want to compute
TC(θ
π,η) = (−1)|C|δC(θπ,η)Sσ(θπ)Sρ(η) 〈ℓC(θπ), A rC(η)〉, (3.23)
where θπ = (θ1, . . . , θk+1, θk, . . . , θm), and where σ, ρ are permutations corresponding to C by
Lemma 3.1. Let us distinguish the four cases where the indices k and k + 1 are each either
contracted or non-contracted in C.
(a) Neither k nor k + 1 are contracted. Since δC depends only on the contracted variables, we
have δC(θ
π,η) = δC(θ,η). Further, 〈ℓC(θπ), A rC(η)〉 = S(θk − θk+1)〈ℓC(θ), A rC(η)〉 due
to the exchange relations of the Zamolodchikov algebra. As for the factor Sσ(θπ): We have
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ |C| that either k, k + 1 > lj or k, k + 1 < lj. It then follows from (3.9), (2.2)
that Sσ(θπ) = Sσ(θ). In total, we obtain
Sπ(θ)TC(θ
π,η) = TC(θ,η). (3.24)
(b) Both k and k+1 are contracted. With C = (m,n, {(l1, r1), . . . , (k, r), (k+1, r′), . . . , (l|C|, r|C|)}),
let C ′ := (m,n, {(l1, r1), . . . , (k, r′), (k + 1, r), . . . , (l|C|, r|C|)}). Then δC(θπ,η) = δC′(θ,η).
Also, ℓC(θ
π) = ℓC(θ) = ℓC′(θ), since ℓC( · ) does not depend on the contracted variables.
Regarding the S-factors, we write using Eq. (2.3),
Sσ(θπ) = Sπσ(θ)Sπ(θ)−1. (3.25)
One finds that π ◦ σ corresponds to C ′ above in the sense of Eq. (3.8), with the same ρ for
both C and C ′. Combining all this into (3.23), we obtain
Sπ(θ)TC(θ
π,η) = TC′(θ,η). (3.26)
Note that the contraction C ′ is again of type (b).
(c) k is contracted, but k+1 is not. With C = (m,n, {(l1, r1) . . . (k, r) . . . (l|C|, r|C|)}), let C ′ :=
(m,n, {(l1, r1) . . . (k + 1, r) . . . (l|C|, r|C|)}). We have δC(θπ,η) = δC′(θ,η) and ℓC(θπ) =
ℓC′(θ). Moreover, as in (3.25), S
σ(θπ) = Sπσ(θ)Sπ(θ)−1 where the permutation π ◦ σ
corresponds to C ′. Combining all in (3.23), we arrive at
Sπ(θ)TC(θ
π,η) = TC′(θ,η). (3.27)
(d) k+1 is contracted, but k is not. This case is fully analogous to (c); in fact, the contraction
C ′ in (c) is precisely of type (d).
Summing over all contractions C in (3.22), we obtain from (3.24), (3.26), (3.27) that
Sπ(θ)fm,n[A](θ
π,η) = fm,n[A](θ,η) as claimed.
In Eq. (3.16), we defined fm,n[A] as a certain sum over matrix elements of A. We will now
show that this formula can be inverted in the following sense.
Proposition 3.5. For any A ∈ Qω,
〈ℓ(θ), A r(η)〉 =
∑
C∈Cm,n
δC SC(θ,η) f
[A]
m−|C|,n−|C|(θˆ, ηˆ). (3.28)
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(Here θˆ, ηˆ denotes the variables obtained from θ,η by dropping those components which are
contracted in C.)
Proof. Inserting (3.16) into the right-hand side of (3.28), we need to show that
〈ℓ(θ), Ar(η)〉 =
∑
C∈Cm,n
δCSC(θ,η)
∑
C′∈Cm−|C|,n−|C|
(−1)|C′|δC′SC′(θˆ, ηˆ)〈ℓC∪˙C′(θ), ArC∪˙C′(η)〉. (3.29)
Using Lemma 3.2, we find
r.h.s.(3.29) =
∑
C∈Cm,n
C′∈Cm−|C|,n−|C|
(−1)|C′|δC∪˙C′SC∪˙C′(θ,η) 〈ℓC∪˙C′(θ), ArC∪˙C′(η)〉. (3.30)
Denoting D := C∪˙C ′, we can reorganize the sum over C,C ′ as follows:
r.h.s.(3.29) =
∑
D∈Cm,n
( ∑
D=C∪˙C′
(−1)|C′|
)
δDSD〈ℓD(θ), ArD(η)〉. (3.31)
After computing the inner sum in the above formula (at fixed D),
∑
D=C∪˙C′
(−1)|C′| =
|D|∑
j=0
(−1)j
(|D|
j
)
=
{
0 if |D| ≥ 1,
1 if |D| = 0, (3.32)
we find that the right hand side of (3.31) gives 〈ℓ(θ), A r(η)〉 as claimed.
3.2 Existence and uniqueness of the expansion
After these preparations, we can now go on to establish the expansion (1.3). We first note
that the individual expansion terms of the form z†mzn(g) are well-defined elements of Qω if
‖g‖ωm×n < ∞; see Prop. 2.1. In particular, we can compute their fully contracted matrix
elements fm,n[ · ]. We will now show that the z†mzn(g) form a “dual basis” to the fm,n[ · ] in the
following sense.
Lemma 3.6. In the sense of distributions, there holds:
fm,n
[
z†m
′
(θ′)zn
′
(η′)
]
(θ,η) = m!n!δm,m′δn,n′ SymS,θ δ
m(θ − θ′) SymS,η δn(η − η′). (3.33)
Proof. Let us set A := z†m
′
(θ′)zn
′
(η′). If m−m′ 6= n−n′, then in (3.16) all matrix elements of
A vanish, hence fm,n[A] = 0 and the claim follows. Therefore, in the following let k := m−m′ =
n− n′. If k < 0, then by (3.16) we have fm,n[A] = 0 and again the claim follows. If k = 0, then
f [A]m,n(θ,η) = 〈z†m(θ)Ω, z†m(θ′)zn(η′)Jz†n(η)Ω〉
= 〈z†m(θ)Ω, z†m(θ′)Ω〉〈Ω, zn(η′)Jz†n(η)Ω〉 = m!n! SymS,θ δm(θ − θ′) SymS,η δn(η − η′),
(3.34)
as claimed. For k > 0, we use induction on k. From Prop. 3.5, we have
〈ℓ(θ), Ar(η)〉 =
∑
C∈Cm,n
δCSCf
[A]
m−|C|,n−|C|(θˆ, ηˆ)
= f [A]m,n(θ,η) +
∑
C∈Cm,n
|C|=k
δCSCm
′!n′! SymS,θˆ δ
m′(θˆ − θ′) SymS,ηˆ δn
′
(ηˆ − η′). (3.35)
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(Here we have used that by induction hypothesis, fm−|C|,n−|C|[A] = 0 for |C| ≥ 1, except for
|C| = k, where (3.34) applies.) In view of (2.6), it therefore suffices to show that
〈ℓ(θ), Ar(η)〉 = m′!n′! SymS−1,θ′ SymS−1,η′
∑
C∈Cm,n
|C|=k
δCSCδ
m′(θˆ − θ′)δn′(ηˆ − η′). (3.36)
We rewrite SC as S
σSρ, where σ and ρ are the permutations of Eq. (3.8), depending on C.
Rewriting the arguments of the delta functions in terms of σ, ρ as well, we obtain
r.h.s.(3.36) = m′!n′! SymS−1,θ′ SymS−1,η′
∑
C∈Cm,n
|C|=k
Sσ(θ)Sρ(η)
×
( k∏
j=1
δ(θσ(m−j+1) − ηρ(j))
)( m′∏
j=1
δ(θσ(j) − θ′j)
)( n′∏
j=1
δ(ηρ(j+k) − η′j)
)
. (3.37)
Since both 〈ℓ(θ), Ar(η)〉 and fm,n[A] are S-symmetric in the variables θ,η, we know from
(3.35) that the right hand side of (3.36) must be S-symmetric too; we can therefore take the
S-symmetric part of each term in the sum. Then, using the formula SymS,θ(S
σ(θ)g(θσ)) =
SymS,θ g(θ) to simplify the expression, we find that the terms in the sum do not actually
depend on C; the sum, which contains
(n
k
)(m
k
)
k! terms, can then be computed. Due to (2.6) the
symmetrization in θ′,η′ can be dropped as well in favor of the symmetrization in θ,η. After
working out the numerical factors, one arrives at
r.h.s.(3.36) =
m!n!
k!
SymS,θ SymS,η
( k∏
j=1
δ(θm−j+1− ηj)
)( m′∏
j=1
δ(θj − θ′j)
)( n′∏
j=1
δ(ηj+k − η′j)
)
.
(3.38)
However, the right hand side is just 〈ℓ(θ), z†m′(θ′)zn′(η′)r(η)〉 – this is seen by a straightforward
computation using the Zamolodchikov relations. That shows (3.36) and therefore concludes the
proof.
In the next step, we show that any sequence of distributions gmn with finite norms ‖gmn‖ωm×n
defines a quadratic form by means of the series (1.3), and that the gmn can be recovered from this
quadratic form by computing fully contracted matrix elements. This amounts to a uniqueness
result for the series expansion. We stress that the series is actually a finite sum in the matrix
elements that we consider, therefore convergence issues do not arise.
Proposition 3.7. For any m,n ∈ N0, let gmn ∈ D(Rm+n)′ with ‖gmn‖ωm×n <∞. Then,
A :=
∞∑
m,n=0
∫
dθ dη
m!n!
gmn(θ,η) z
†m(θ)zn(η) (3.39)
defines an element of Qω, and fm,n[A](θ,η) = SymS,θ SymS,η gmn(θ,η).
Proof. We only need to consider (3.39) evaluated between vectors of finite particle number,
where the sum on the right hand side of (3.39) is finite. By Prop. 2.1, every summand – and
hence the sum – is a well-defined quadratic form in Qω. We now show the proposed formula for
fm,n[A].
f [A]m,n(θ,η) =
∞∑
m′,n′=0
∫
dθ′dη′
m′!n′!
gm′n′(θ
′,η′)fm,n
[
z†m
′
(θ′)zn
′
(η′)
]
(θ,η)
=
∞∑
m′,n′=0
∫
dθ′dη′
m′!n′!
gm′n′(θ
′,η′)m!n!δm,m′δn,n′ SymS,θ δ
m(θ − θ′) SymS,η δn(η − η′)
= SymS,θ SymS,η gmn(θ,η), (3.40)
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where in the second equality we made use of Lemma 3.6.
Finally, we are in the position to show that any A ∈ Qω can be expanded into a series as in
(1.3), using the fm,n[A] as expansion coefficients.
Theorem 3.8. If A ∈ Qω, then in the sense of quadratic forms,
A =
∞∑
m,n=0
∫
dθ dη
m!n!
f [A]m,n(θ,η)z
†m(θ)zn(η). (3.41)
Proof. According to Prop. 3.3, we have ‖fm,n[A]‖ωm×n <∞, thus Prop. 3.7 shows that the right-
hand side of (3.41) exists in Qω. To establish equality in (3.41), we need to show that both
sides agree in all matrix elements. In view of Prop. 3.5, it suffices to show that they agree in
all fm,n[ · ]. But this is the case by Prop. 3.7, with gmn = fm,n[A]. (We have used here that the
fm,n[A] are S-symmetric by Prop. 3.4.)
3.3 Behavior under symmetry transformations
We will now investigate how the expansion coefficients fm,n[A] change when a symmetry trans-
formation acts on A. In the case of translations and boosts, this is easy to describe.
Proposition 3.9. For any A ∈ Qω, x ∈ R2, and λ ∈ R,
fm,n [U(x, λ)AU(x, λ)
∗] (θ,η) = ei(p(θ)−p(η))·xf [A]m,n(θ − λ,η − λ), (3.42)
where θ − λ = (θ1 − λ, . . . , θm − λ), similarly for η − λ.
Proof. From the definition (3.16), we know that
fm,n [U(x, λ)AU(x, λ)
∗] (θ,η) =
∑
C∈Cm,n
(−1)|C|δC SC 〈ℓC(θ), U(x, λ)AU(x, λ)∗rC(η)〉. (3.43)
Here Eq. (2.9) yields U(x, λ)∗rC(η) = exp(−i
∑
k 6∈{rj}
p(ηk−m)·x) rC(η−λ), similarly for ℓC(θ).
In view of the support of δC , and since the factors δC , SC depend on differences of rapidities
only, the result follows.
The behavior of the coefficients under space-time reflections (antiunitarily represented by
J) is more involved. To describe it, we introduce for any contraction C = (m,n, {(ℓj , rj)}) the
“reflected“ contraction CJ = (n,m, {(rj −m, ℓj + n)}), i.e., the one that is obtained from C by
swapping the roles of left and right indices. We also introduce the following factor associated
with C:
RC(θ,η) :=
|C|∏
j=1
(
1−
m+n∏
pj=1
S
(m)
lj ,pj
(θ,η)
)
. (3.44)
This factor encodes, in a sense, the interaction of the model; note that in the free case S = 1,
one has RC = δ|C|,0. Its most important mathematical property is as follows.
Lemma 3.10. For any contraction C, we have
δCJ (θ,η)SCJ (θ,η)RCJ (θ,η) = (−1)|C|δC(η,θ)SC(η,θ)RC(η,θ). (3.45)
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1, we rewrite (3.45) equivalently as
δCJ (θ,η)S
σ′(θ)Sρ
′
(η)RCJ (θ,η) = (−1)|C|δC(η,θ)Sσ(η)Sρ(θ)RC(η,θ), (3.46)
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where σ, ρ and σ′, ρ′ correspond to C and CJ , respectively. A short computation shows that we
can choose ρ′ = σ ◦ π with the permutation
π =
(
1 . . . lˆ . . . m l1 . . . l|C|
l|C| . . . l1 1 . . . lˆ . . . m
)
, (3.47)
and therefore Sρ
′
(η) = Sσ(η)Sπ(ησ) due to (2.3). Correspondingly, one finds Sσ
′
(θ) = Sρ(θ)Sτ (θρ)
with an analogously defined permutation τ . From the definition (2.2), we explicitly compute on
the support of δCJ ,
Sπ(ησ)Sτ (θρ) =
|C|∏
j=1
m+n∏
pj=1
S
(m)
lj ,pj
(η,θ). (3.48)
From (3.44) and (3.48), one can now see that, again on the support of δCJ ,
RCJ (θ,η)S
π(ησ)Sτ (θρ) = (−1)|C|RC(η,θ); (3.49)
this shows (3.46).
We will now see how the factor RC describes the action of space-time reflections on the level
of expansion coefficients.
Proposition 3.11. For any A ∈ Qω,
f [JA
∗J ]
m,n (θ,η) =
∑
C∈Cm,n
(−1)|C|δCSCRC(θ,η)f [A]n−|C|,m−|C|(ηˆ, θˆ). (3.50)
Proof. We first note that for any contraction C ∈ Cm,n, we have JℓC( · ) = rCJ ( · ) and JrC( · ) =
ℓCJ ( · ). By replacing A with JA∗J in the definition of fm,n[A], Eq. (3.16), we then obtain:
f [JA
∗J ]
m,n (θ,η) =
∑
C∈Cm,n
(−1)|C|δCSC(θ,η)〈ℓCJ (η), A rCJ (θ)〉. (3.51)
Using Prop. 3.5 in the formula above, we find
f [JA
∗J ]
m,n (θ,η) =
∑
C∈Cm,n
C′∈Cn−|C|,m−|C|
(−1)|C|δCSC(θ,η)δC′SC′(ηˆ, θˆ)f [A]n−|C|−|C′|,m−|C|−|C′|(ˆˆη,
ˆˆ
θ), (3.52)
where in θˆ, ηˆ variables are “dropped” with respect to C, but in
ˆˆ
θ, ˆˆη with respect to C∪˙C ′J . We
apply Lemma 3.2 (with C ′J in place of C ′), and reorganize the sum, setting D := C∪˙C ′J . This
yields
f [JA
∗J ]
m,n (θ,η) =
∑
D∈Cm,n
(−1)|D|δDSD(θ,η)
( ∑
D=C∪˙C′J
(−1)|C′| SC′(ηˆ, θˆ)
SC′J (θˆ, ηˆ)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
f
[A]
n−|D|,m−|D|(
ˆˆη,
ˆˆ
θ).
(3.53)
It remains to compute the inner sum (∗). Using Lemma 3.10, we have on the support of δD,
(∗) =
∑
D=C∪˙C′J
RC′J (θˆ, ηˆ)
RC′(ηˆ, θˆ)
=
∑
D=C∪˙C′J
∏
j∈{r′i−n}
1− aj
1− a−1j
, where aj :=
m+n∏
p=1
S
(m)
j,p (θ,η). (3.54)
Using the distributive law, we find
(∗) =
∏
j∈{ℓi}∪{r′i−n}
(
1 +
1− aj
1− a−1j
)
=
∏
j∈{ℓi}∪{r′i−n}
(1− aj) = RD(θ,η). (3.55)
Inserting this result into (3.53) concludes the proof.
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4 Warped convolutions
We will now investigate whether the expansion coefficients fm,n[A] can be expressed in a simpler
way than in their definition (3.16), and thus, are amenable to a more natural interpretation.
This is certainly possible in the case S = 1, that is, in free field theory, where the Zamolod-
chikov operators z† and z are the usual Bose annihilation and creation operators a† and a. As
remarked in the introduction, we can in this case write the expansion coefficients as
f [A]m,n(θ,η) =
〈
Ω, [a(θm), . . . [a(θ1), [. . . [A, a
†(ηn)] . . . , a
†(η1)] . . .] Ω
〉
. (4.1)
This can be verified in a straightforward manner in the case A = a†m
′
an
′
(f), using the rules
of the CCR. It then holds for all quadratic forms A by linearity, making use of the expansion
established in Thm. 3.8.
A formula of this kind can certainly be extended to some other situations as well. For
example, in the Ising model (S = −1), where z†, z fulfill the CAR, we can define a graded
commutator [ · , · ]g, equaling the commutator between even operators and the anticommutator
between odd operators (with respect to the adjoint action of (−1)N ). One then obtains
f [A]m,n(θ,η) =
〈
Ω, [z(θm), . . . [z(θ1), [. . . [A, z
†(ηn)]g . . . , z
†(η1)]g . . .]g Ω
〉
, (4.2)
in full analogy with (4.1). Again, a proof would follow the idea of explicitly computing the
commutators in the case A = z†m
′
zn
′
(f).
It is natural to ask whether this kind of nested commutator expression can be generalized
to a larger class of models. Here we will focus on those obtained from the warped convolution
construction described by Buchholz, Summers and Lechner [16, 12]. In this approach, one starts
from a given quantum field theory and deforms the algebras of observables, thus constructing
a new theory. This takes a skew symmetric matrix Q as a deformation parameter; it is equiv-
alent to a Rieffel deformation [33] with respect to the action of the translation group, and can
alternatively be interpreted in terms of a quantum field theory on noncommutative space-time
[21]. While the intent of [12] was to apply this deformation to a general, possibly interacting
quantum field theory, in particular in 2+1 and more space-time dimensions, we return here to
1+1 dimensional free field theory as the starting point. The resulting deformed theory is then
known to be equivalent to an integrable model with a certain simple type of scattering function
S; cf. [21]. We shall see this equivalence explicitly below.
Our aim is to define, for this particular class of models, a “deformed commutator” [ · , · ]Q
which makes an analogue of the formula (4.1) hold.
Let us first mention some technical preliminaries. In all what follows, H and related spaces
will denote the objects associated with the free field, S = 1. Also, we only consider the indicatrix
ω = 0 and drop the superscript ω from all our objects.
With C∞, we denote the subalgebra of B(H) consisting of norm-smooth operators with
respect to the adjoint action of translations; we equip C∞ with the usual Fre´chet topology.
Correspondingly, let Q∞ ⊂ Q be the space of quadratic forms A that fulfill P fkAP fk ∈ C∞ for all
k. We also consider the following subspace F∞ of Q∞: For A ∈ F∞ and any k ∈ N, there exists
k′ ∈ N so that P fk′AP fk = AP fk and P fkAP fk′ = P fkA. Then Q∞ is a bimodule over F∞. Note that
F∞ ⊂ Q∞, C∞ ⊂ Q∞, but C∞ 6⊂ F∞.
Further, we consider F∞-valued distributions on Rm: By this we mean linear maps D(Rm)→
F∞, f 7→ A(f), such that for any k, the number k′ above can be chosen independent of f , and
such that the maps f 7→ A(f)P fk and f 7→ P fkA(f) are continuous in the Fre´chet topology
of C∞. Products of F∞-valued distributions in independent variables are again F∞-valued
distributions. As before, we will usually write distributions in terms of their formal kernels,
A(f) =
∫
A(θ)f(θ)dθ.
Since the (anti)unitary representation U of the proper Poincare´ group commutes with the
particle number operator, the symmetry group acts, via the adjoint action of U , on C∞, Q∞, F∞,
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and on F∞-valued distributions. Here we are particularly interested in the action of translations
operators U(x) := U(x, 0). We say that an F∞-valued distribution A is homogeneous if there is
a smooth function ϕA : R
m → R2 such that
∀x ∈ R2 : U(x)A(θ)U(x)∗ = eiϕA(θ)·xA(θ). (4.3)
We call ϕA the momentum transfer of A. If A(θ), B(η) are both homogeneous, then so is
A(θ)B(η), with momentum transfer ϕAB(θ,η) = ϕA(θ) + ϕB(η). Important examples of ho-
mogeneous distributions are a†(θ), a(η), and a†man(θ,η), with momentum transfer p(θ), −p(η),
and p(θ)− p(η), respectively, as well as their deformed versions to be considered below.
We now proceed to the warped convolution. We denote the (joint) spectral measure of the
momentum operator as dE(p). Further, we fix a 2 × 2 matrix Q which is skew symmetric
with respect to the Minkowski scalar product, i.e., xQy := x · (Qy) = −(Qx) · y. The warped
convolution τQ(A) of an operator A is formally defined by
τQ(A) :=
∫
U(Qp)AU(Qp)∗ dE(p) =
∫
dE(p)U(Qp)AU(Qp)∗. (4.4)
This integral must be taken with care, since the integrand has constant norm. However, Buch-
holz, Lechner and Summers [12] were able to define it for smooth operators A in the sense of an
oscillatory integral, yielding a bijective map τQ : C∞ → C∞. We need to extend this map to our
space of quadratic forms, and will use the projectors P fk to that end.
3 Since the P fk commute
with U(x), we can establish for A ∈ C∞,
τQ(AP
f
k) = τQ(A)P
f
k , τQ(P
f
kA) = P
f
kτQ(A). (4.5)
This allows us to extend τQ to quadratic forms A ∈ Q∞: We set for ψ,χ ∈ Hf ,
〈ψ, τQ(A)χ〉 := 〈ψ, τQ(P fkAP fk)χ〉 (4.6)
with k chosen large enough for ψ,χ so that, by (4.5), the expression on the r.h.s. becomes
independent of k. The relations (4.5) then hold for all A ∈ Q∞. We state the most important
properties of the map τQ.
Proposition 4.1. For any skew symmetric matrices Q,Q′, we have:
(i) τQ : C∞ → C∞ is continuous.
(ii) τQτQ′ = τQ+Q′, τ0 = id, τ
−1
Q = τ−Q.
(iii) τQ(U(x)A) = U(x)τQ(A), τQ(AU(x)) = τQ(A)U(x) for any x ∈ R2 and A ∈ Q∞.
(iv) τQ : C∞ → C∞, τQ : F∞ → F∞, τQ : Q∞ → Q∞ are ∗-preserving vector space isomor-
phisms.
(v) If A is an F∞-valued distribution, then τQ(A) : f 7→ τQ(A(f)) is an F∞-valued distribution
as well. If A is homogeneous, then so is τQ(A), with the same momentum transfer as A.
Proof. Part (i) follows similar to [12, Prop. 2.7(ii)]: With notation used there, the inclusion
ı of C∞, equipped with the Fre´chet topology induced by ‖ · ‖, into itself equipped with the
Fre´chet topology induced by ‖ · ‖Q, is continuous [33, Lemma 7.2]. The map πQ in turn is norm-
preserving between ‖ · ‖Q and ‖ · ‖ and hence intertwines the associated Fre´chet topologies as
well. In our terms, τQ = πQ ◦ ı.—For (ii), the relation τQτQ′ = τQ+Q′ was shown on C∞ in [12,
Prop. 2.11]; it extends to Q∞ by using (4.6). τ0 = id is immediate from the definition, and
3An alternative approach would be to use a generalization of the deformation integral to locally convex spaces,
as established in [31].
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it follows that τQτ−Q = τQ−Q = id.—Part (iii) can be obtained by explicit computation, e.g.,
from [12, Eq. (2.4)], noting that U(x) commutes with P fk for the case A ∈ Q∞.—In (iv), the
inclusion τQ(C∞) ⊂ C∞ was already noted and τQ(F∞) ⊂ F∞, τQ(Q∞) ⊂ Q∞ then follow from
(4.5). The map τQ is invertible in each case by (ii). Linearity is clear. Also, τQ(A
∗) = τQ(A)
∗
for any A ∈ C∞ by [12, Lemma 2.2(ii)]; this extends to F∞ and Q∞ with the help of (4.5),
in the sense of form adjoints.—For (v), if P fk′AP
f
k = AP
f
k where k
′ depends on k but not on f ,
then P fk′τQ(A(f))P
f
k = τQ(A(f))P
f
k by an application of (4.5), and similarly for P
f
kAP
f
k′ . Since
f 7→ τQ(A(f))P fk and f 7→ P fkτQ(A(f)) are continuous by (4.5) and (i), the map f 7→ τQ(A(f))
is a well-defined F∞-valued distribution. Homogeneity of A implies homogeneity of τQ(A) by
an application of (iii).
It should be remarked that τQ is a vector space isomorphism, but is not multiplicative – it
deforms the operator product in this sense.
For the action of τQ on homogeneous distributions, we can obtain more explicit results. We
start with a simple formula which is intuitively obvious from the integral representation (4.4);
the full proof however involves details of the oscillatory integral and requires some work.
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a homogeneous F∞-valued distribution on Rm. In the sense of distribu-
tional kernels, it holds that
τQ(A(θ))r(η) = e
iϕA(θ)Qp(η)A(θ)r(η). (4.7)
Proof. Let f ∈ D(Rm), g ∈ D(Rn). Choose h1, h2 ∈ S(R2) such that h1 = 1 on a neighborhood
of 0, h2(0) = 1, and such that the Fourier transform h˜2 of h2 has compact support. Since r(g)
has fixed particle number and is smooth with respect to translations, we have by [12, Eq. (2.4)],
τQ(A(f))r(g) = (2π)
−2 lim
ǫ→0
∫∫
dx dy h1(ǫx)h2(ǫy)e
−ix·yU(Qx)A(f)U(Qx)∗U(y)r(g). (4.8)
Using homogeneity, this yields
τQ(A(f))r(g) = (2π)
−2 lim
ǫ→0
∫∫
dx dy h1(ǫx)h2(ǫy)e
−ix·yA(eiϕA( · )Qxf)r(eip( · )yg)
= lim
ǫ→0
Ar(Fǫ),
(4.9)
where Fǫ ∈ D(Rm+n) is the test function
Fǫ(θ,η) = (2π)
−2
∫∫
dx dy h1(ǫx)h2(ǫy)e
iϕA(θ)Qx+i(p(η)−x)·yf(θ)g(η)
=
∫
dxh1(ǫx)
1
2πǫ
h˜2
(
ǫ−1(p(η)− x)) eiϕA(θ)Qxf(θ)g(η). (4.10)
Here h˜2 restricts the integral to a compact set, and for sufficiently small ǫ, we can then replace
h1(ǫx) with 1. Further,
1
2πǫ h˜2(ǫ
−1 · ) is a delta sequence, so that as ǫ→ 0,
Fǫ(θ,η)→ eiϕA(θ)Qp(η)f(θ)g(η) in D(Rm+n). (4.11)
Inserted into (4.9), this gives (4.7).
Using the previous lemma, we can deduce a crucial relation regarding the product of two
deformed homogeneous distributions.
Lemma 4.3. If A,B are two homogeneous F∞-valued distributions, then, in the sense of dis-
tributional kernels,
τQ(A(θ))τQ(B(η)) = e
iϕA(θ)QϕB(η)τQ(A(θ)B(η)). (4.12)
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Proof. First, we remark that the support of the distribution 〈ℓ(θ′), A(θ)B(η)r(η′)〉 is concen-
trated on the hypersurface p(θ′) − p(η′) = ϕA(θ) + ϕB(η). This is seen by computing, for
x ∈ R2,
〈ℓ(θ′), A(θ)B(η)r(η′)〉 = 〈U(x)ℓ(θ′), U(x)A(θ)B(η)U(x)∗ U(x)r(η′)〉
= ei(−p(θ
′)+p(η′)+ϕA(θ)+ϕB(η))·x〈ℓ(θ′), A(θ)B(η)r(η′)〉,
(4.13)
where homogeneity of A,B and covariance properties of ℓ( · ), r( · ) have been used. But (4.13)
can hold for all x only if the support of the distribution is contained in the surface mentioned.
Now we compute by applying Lemma 4.2 twice,
〈ℓ(θ′), τQ(A(θ))τQ(B(η))r(η′)〉 = eiϕA(θ)Qp(θ
′)eiϕB(η)Qp(η
′)〈ℓ(θ′), A(θ)B(η)r(η′)〉
= eiϕA(θ)QϕB(η)eip(θ
′)Qp(η′)〈ℓ(θ′), A(θ)B(η)r(η′)〉,
(4.14)
where we used skew-symmetry of Q and the support property of the distribution as remarked
above. Likewise, we obtain
〈ℓ(θ′), τQ(A(θ)B(η))r(η′)〉 = ei(ϕA(θ)+ϕB(η))Qp(η′)〈ℓ(θ′), A(θ)B(η)r(η′)〉
= eip(θ
′)Qp(η′)〈ℓ(θ′), A(θ)B(η)r(η′)〉.
(4.15)
Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) together imply the result.
At this stage, we can identity the deformed theory with an integrable model. To that end
we set z†(θ) = τQ(a
†(θ)), z(η) = τQ(a(η)). Applying Lemma 4.3 twice, we find that these z, z
†
fulfill
z†(θ)z†(θ′) = e2ip(θ)Qp(θ
′)z†(θ′)z†(θ),
z(η)z(η′) = e2ip(η)Qp(η
′)z(η′)z(η),
z(η)z†(θ) = e2ip(θ)Qp(η)z†(θ)z(η) + δ(θ − η)1.
(4.16)
Now there is only a one-parameter family of 2 × 2 matrices which are skew symmetric with
respect to the Minkowski scalar product; we write them as
Q = − a
2µ2
(
0 1
1 0
)
(4.17)
with a dimensionless real constant a. With this, the equations (4.16) are just the Zamolodchikov
relations with the scattering function
S(θ) = eia sinh θ. (4.18)
We can then unitarily identify our “free” Hilbert space H with the S-symmetric Fock space
over H1 as introduced in Sec. 2.2, mapping the Zamolodchikov operators z, z† to their coun-
terparts defined there, while preserving space-time translations and boosts. For details of this
isomorphism, see [28, Lemma 5.7].
We now proceed to define the Q-commutator, as announced.
Definition 4.4. For A,B ∈ C∞, the Q-commutator is
[A,B]Q := AB − τ2Q
(
τ−2Q(B)τ−2Q(A)
)
. (4.19)
We use the same definition if A,B ∈ Q∞ and at least one of them is in F∞.
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For homogeneous distributions A(θ), B(η), we can compute an explicit expression for the
Q-commutator: from Lemma 4.3 and Prop. 4.1(ii) we obtain
[A(θ), B(η)]Q = A(θ)B(η)− e2iϕA(θ)QϕB(η)B(η)A(θ). (4.20)
In particular, the Q-commutator expression is again homogeneous.
We note that the Q-commutator is bilinear and fulfills the following “deformed” versions of
the standard properties of a commutator. We formulate them for homogeneous distributions
only. For general elements of Q∞ or C∞, we could obtain similar relations by decomposing them
into homogeneous distributions, either by a spectral decomposition in the sense of Arveson [2]
with respect to the action of the translation group, or indeed by using the operator expansion
of Thm. 3.8.
Proposition 4.5. For homogeneous F∞-valued distributions with kernels A(θ), B(η), C(ξ), the
Q-commutator satisfies
(i) anticommutativity:
[A(θ), B(η)]Q = −e2iϕA(θ)QϕB(η)[B(η), A(θ)]Q; (4.21)
(ii) Leibniz rule:
[A(θ), B(η)C(ξ)]Q = [A(θ), B(η)]QC(ξ) + e
2iϕA(θ)QϕB(η)B(η)[A(θ), C(ξ)]Q; (4.22)
(iii) Jacobi identity:
e−2iϕA(θ)QϕC(ξ)[A(θ), [B(η), C(ξ)]Q]Q + cyclic permutations = 0. (4.23)
All three relations can be obtained by repeated application of Eq. (4.20); the computation
is straightforward, and we omit it here.
As another direct consequence of Eq. (4.20), we can rewrite the Zamolodchikov relations
(4.16) in terms of Q-commutators as follows:
[z†(θ), z†(θ′)]Q = 0, [z(η), z(η
′)]Q = 0, [z(η), z
†(θ)]Q = δ(θ − η)1. (4.24)
That is, the Zamolodchikov operators fulfill CCR-like relations with respect to theQ-commutator;
this stresses the analogy to the graded commutator in the CAR case. Moreover, we can obtain
again from Eq. (4.20),
[z(ξ), z†m(θ)zn(η)]Q = z(ξ)z
†m(θ)zn(η)− e2i(p(θ)−p(η))Qp(ξ)z†m(θ)zn(η)z(ξ), (4.25)
which implies by repeated application of the Zamolodchikov relations (4.16),
[z(ξ), z†m(θ)zn(η)]Q =
m∑
j=1
( j−1∏
l=1
e2ip(θl)Qp(ξ)
)
δ(θj − ξ)z†(θ1) . . . ẑ†(θj) . . . z†(θm)zn(η)
= m SymS−1,θ
(
δ(ξ − θ1)z†m−1(θ2, . . . , θm)zn(η)
)
. (4.26)
Similarly, we have
[z†m(θ)zn(η), z†(ξ)]Q = n SymS−1,η
(
δ(ξ − ηn)z†m(θ)zn−1(η1, . . . , ηn−1)
)
. (4.27)
This finally enables us to prove the proposed form of the expansion coefficients.
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Theorem 4.6. Let S be of the form (4.18). The coefficients fm,n[A], where A ∈ Q∞, can be
expressed as
f [A]m,n(θ,η) =
〈
Ω, [z(θm), . . . [z(θ1), [. . . [A, z
†(ηn)]Q . . . , z
†(η1)]Q . . .]Q Ω
〉
. (4.28)
Proof. We first remark that with A, also its expansion terms z†mzn(fm,n[A]) are elements of
Q∞. Namely, using Prop. 3.9, we find for the derivatives ∂κ with a multi-index κ,
∂κz†mzn(fm,n [A]) = z
†mzn(fm,n [∂
κA]); (4.29)
due to Prop. 2.1 and 3.3, these have finite norms when restricted to spaces of fixed particle
number.
By Thm. 3.8, it therefore suffices to prove the statement (4.28) for A = z†m
′
zn
′
(f). Now for
this particular A, or rather for its kernel A(θ′,η′) = z†m
′
(θ′)zn
′
(η′), the nested Q-commutator
in (4.28) gives by repeated application of Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27):〈
Ω, [z(θm), . . . [z(θ1), [. . . [A, z
†(ηn)]Q . . . , z
†(η1)]Q . . .]Q Ω
〉
= m!n! SymS−1,θ′ SymS−1,η′( m∏
j=1
δ(θj − θ′j)
n−1∏
k=0
δ(ηn−k − η′n′−k) z†m
′−m(θ′m+1, . . . , θ
′
m′)z
n′−n(η′1, . . . , η
′
n′−n)
)
(4.30)
if m′ ≥ m, n′ ≥ n, and the right hand side vanishes otherwise. Now if m′ > m or n′ > n, the
vacuum expectation value of the right hand side of (4.30) vanishes. Therefore, we find:〈
Ω, [z(θm), . . .[z(θ1), [. . . [A, z
†(ηn)]Q . . . , z
†(η1)]Q . . .]Q Ω
〉
= m!n!δm,m′δn,n′ SymS−1,θ′ SymS−1,η′
(
δm(θ − θ′)δn(η − η′)
)
= m!n!δm,m′δn,n′ SymS,θ δ
m(θ − θ′) SymS,η δn(η − η′).
(4.31)
We have used (2.6) here. This matches the left hand side of (4.28) because of Lemma 3.6.
The theorem shows that the expansion coefficients can be expressed in terms of deformed
commutators if the scattering function is of the form (4.18). It would be interesting to find
similar structures for general S. On a formal level, this should in fact be possible: One could
make use of the more general deformation scheme in [29] to derive a suitable “S-commutator”.
Alternatively, and more directly, one could use the operator expansion itself to define the de-
formed commutator, imposing the relations [z(η), z†(θ)]S = δ(θ− η)1, etc., and extending them
by a deformed Leibniz rule as in (4.22). However, while such a definition might make sense on a
formal level, its functional analytic properties (e.g., whether the S-commutator of two bounded
operators would be bounded) remain unclear at this time.
5 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we have established the operator expansion (1.3) in integrable models in a precise
sense, defined on a space of quadratic forms. We found explicit (if intricate) expressions for the
expansion coefficients fm,n[A] as linear functionals of the quadratic form A. In some models,
these can be rewritten in terms of nested “deformed commutators”, in generalization of the free
field situation.
We remark that it is also possible to visualize the combinatorics of the expansion coefficients
using a diagrammatic representation: Given a contraction C, the pairs of contracted indices
would correspond to internal lines, and the non-contracted indices to external lines. Each
internal line would yield a factor −δ( · ), combining to the factor (−1)|C|δC in (3.16), and each
crossing of lines would indicate an S-factor, combining to the factor SC . Since this notation is
not directly relevant to the analysis at hand, we do not elaborate it further here.
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As a next step [8], we are planning to characterize the localization of A in bounded regions
in terms of analyticity properties of its expansion coefficients fm,n[A], making precise what was
suggested in [35]. For this purpose, the behavior of fm,n[A] under space-time symmetries, in
particular reflections, as established in Sec. 3.3 will play a crucial role.
We have restricted our attention to theories with a rather simple particle spectrum, namely,
consisting of a single species of uncharged scalar particle. This was mostly to avoid formal
complications. The overall framework we use can be generalized to a richer particle spectrum
[30], where the scattering function S is then replaced with a matrix-valued function. The
structural results for the operator expansion should essentially be the same in the more general
case.
It should also be noted that the operator expansion in Eq. (1.3), as written, is applicable only
to situations where the scattering function S has no poles in the physical strip. This may not be
apparent, since Thm. 3.8 does not require any analytic continuation of S at all. Yet in models
with poles in the physical strip (such as sine-Gordon), the results of [28] about local operators
do not apply, and the Hilbert space as defined in Sec. 2.2 is likely too small to accomodate local
observables. It would need to be extended in order to include extra states corresponding to the
poles (“bound states”). Nevertheless, we expect that a suitably generalized version of Thm. 3.8
will hold on the extended Hilbert space.
Since our methods fit into the context of deformations of quantum field theories, specifically,
of warped convolutions, and since these give a generalization of integrable models to higher
space-time dimensions, it is natural to ask whether the operator expansion can be generalized to
higher space-time dimensions as well. Using methods as established in Sec. 4, we do indeed think
that this is the case. As in the 1+1 dimensional situation, the “basis” z†mzn of the expansion
would depend on the choice of the deformation matrix Q; but in higher dimensions, there is a
much larger choice for Q, and in more geometrical terms, the expansion would depend on the
choice of a wedge region in Minkowski space. Since however the literature suggests [15, 12] that
these higher-dimensional models contain few, if any, observables localized in bounded regions,
this falls somewhat outside our proposed line of investigation.
Besides the possibility of characterizing local operators, to be discussed elsewhere [8], we
think that the present operator expansion may be helpful in resolving further open problems
in the nonperturbative treatment of integrable quantum field theories. Like in free field theory,
the expansion should be linked to the point field structure of the theory, allowing to identify
pointlike fields and possibly their operator product expansions [38, 6]. It might also shed light
on the structure of the massless limit, or short-distance scaling limit, of integrable models, where
the size of the local observable algebras is still an open problem [11].
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